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Computational Health: from Data to Impact
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Patient Similarity Analytics for Precision Cohort

Goal
– Identify patients who are similar to a given patient of interest in a clinically meaningful way
– Identify a measure of clinical similarity between patients

Approach
– Supervised metric learning

Challenges Addressed
– Feature dimensionality can be very large
– Patient similarity is context dependent

Published in: AMIA 2010, ICDM2010, SDM2011, ICPR2012, AMIA TBI 2014, AMIA CRI 2015, JAMIA 2020, Nature Scientific Report 2021
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Precision Cohort Analytics

Publications
• JAMIA (2020)
• Scientific Reports (2021)

❖ Present clinicians with real-world 
data on the effectiveness of various 
treatment options in a precision 
cohort of patients closely matched to 
the index patient -- derived using 
machine learning (patient similarity) 
and causal inference (propensity 
matching) methods.

❖ Visualize and present this information 
to clinicians at the point of care.

Augmenting clinical 
guidelines with real-world 
evidence derived from local 
populations offer clinicians 
additional data to better 
inform personalized 
treatment decisions for 
individual patients.

Helping Clinicians Personalize Treatment Guideline Recommendations

https://academic.oup.com/jamia/advance-article/doi/10.1093/jamia/ocaa247/5979641
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-80967-5


Temporal Pattern Extraction with Deep Learning from EMR

• Temporal patterns and interactions are important features in 
predictive modeling in healthcare 

• Prior methods do not sufficiently address the challenge of 
extracting such features from longitudinal patient record 
matrices (EHR).

• We developed an end-to-end Deep Learning framework 
tailored to longitudinal health care data to learn the temporal 
pattern and exploit them for risk prediction

Disease Onset Prediction Results (AUC)

CHF COPD
Baseline

(Random Forest) 0.7156 0.6624

Deep Learning
(Slow-Fusion Convolutional 

Neural Network)
0.7675 0.7388

SDM 2016 

© 2020 IBM Corporation



Disease Progression Modeling: An Overview

• Critical clinical assessments at different points 
of progression

• Trajectory driven cohort segmentation 
• Improved assessment of individual status and 

future trajectory

Better 
Management of  

the Condition

Accelerated 
Therapeutics 

Discovery

• Reliable baseline for effect estimate
• Cohort selection for trial enrichment
• Trial simulator to optimizing trial design
• Biomarker discovery

– Complex diseases: multiple dimensions, complex patterns

– Complex data: disparate sources, intermittent temporal coverage 

– Heterogeneity:  progression pathways

– Ambiguity: disease state definition mostly lacking

– Uncertainty: uneven medication effects

ApproachChallenges

ü Purpose driven model development

ü Strategic partnerships

ü Physicians and clinical researchers in 
the loop

• Chronic diseases are becoming 
more and more prevalent across 
the globe and are known to drive 
rising costs of healthcare.

• Understanding the various stages 
and factors that drive the 
progression of these chronic 
conditions is of interests to many 
stakeholders within the 
healthcare ecosystem.

Motivation Benefits
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Huntington’s Disease (HD)
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• Neuro-degenerative disease with a mono-genetic cause
• Multi-faceted symptoms with complex progression patterns
• Irreversible, no cure

source: hdsa.org

Motor impairment Functional deficits

Cognitive decline



Integrated HD Disease Progression Model (IHDPM)
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State transitions

State descriptions

Patients’ progression trajectories

Extracting latent 
progression 
directions

AMIA Joint Summit 2017
AMIA Annual Symposium 2018

Heterogeneous 
longitudinal records 

integrated from 
multiple large-scale 

HD observational 
studies

Probabilistic 
Disease Progression 

Modeling

Collaboration between IBM Research and CHDI on HD progression modeling
• Aggregate data form multiple registries and incorporate all types of clinical 

assessments
• Identify typical HD progression stages across the entire progression pathway 
• Provide comprehensive description of HD phenotypic progression
• Identify factors that are associate with HD progression patterns
• Infer individual progression trajectories 



Integrated Huntington’s Disease Progression Model 
• Trained on data  integrated from four prospective observational studies of HD (~16k 

case, 3k control)
• Discovered 9 disease states, over span of ~4 decades (prodromal, transition, manifest)
• Highlights (compared to prior-art HD progression indices)

• Capturing multi-faceted manifestation throughout disease progression
• Finer characterization, particularly of early states
• Characterization of complex patterns of progression in transition (critical) states
• Individual patient: more nuanced view of state of progression

Motor 

Cognitive 

Functional 

Population view of multiple aspects of disease progression of HD

JAMIA Open 2019
Selected for High Impact Open 

Access Research Collection in 2020



Causal Inference for Time Varying Treatment Strategies

• Goal à To provide causal estimate of effect of time varying treatments using observational data 

• Method à G-Computation + hierarchical Bayesian models (post-processing)

• Challenges addressed:

• Time varying treatment decisions

• Outcomes recorded at irregular intervals/varying treatment durations

• Multiple related drugs and multiple related outcomes

AMIA Informatics Summits 2019



Modeling of Parkinson’s Disease Progression

Inconsistent trajectory 
patterns across patients, 
even when controlling for 
early clinical presentation

Summary scores mask 
symptom patterns

Within 2 years of diagnosis, patients already 
show wide variability in clinical presentation

Patterns are further confounded 
by dopaminergic medication use

Challenges in Understanding PD Progression

• Incorporate many clinical measures of PD

• Use control cases to subtract away non-PD 
effects (e.g. aging)

• Use input-outcome HMM approach  to train 
personalized Medication Aware progression 
models

Probabilistic Disease Progression Modeling

AAAI 2019, MLHC 2020, Lancet Digital Health 2021

Collaboration with the Michael J Fox Foundation



The T1DI (Type 1 Diabetes Insights) Study Group
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Collaboration between JDRF and
IBM Research 
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Study Goal: To Better Understand Islet Autoimmunity (IA) Evolution in High-risk Children

Research Questions
• How many latent states represent T1D progression?
• Can these states represent distinct IA trajectories?

• What are the trajectory characteristics?
E.g., Association with seroconversion, onset age, HLA DR/DQ genotype

Better understanding of heterogeneous evolution of IA may 
lead to a better understanding of underlying etiology and 
eventually treatments

Represents the Largest Birth-Cohort of Type 1 Diabetes

T1DI 
Cohort 

IBM Watson Health / © 2020 IBM Corporation 13ADA 2019, 2020, 2021, AMIA 2020, Diabetes Care 2021, ……
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Identifying Unreliable Predictions in 
Clinical Risk Models

Publications
• npj Digital Medicine 3, 8 (2020)

Partners
• Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
• Massachusetts General Hospital

We introduce a new method for identifying patient 
subgroups where a predictive model is expected 
to be poor, thereby highlighting when a given 
prediction is misleading and should not be trusted.

It is important for healthcare providers to have some insight into when a 
prediction for a given patient is likely to be incorrect

Helping Clinicians Know When to Trust Their Models
❖ Identify patients associated with poor model performance
❖ Applicable to any clinical risk model
❖ Applicable where there is significant class imbalance
❖ Does not require access to the original training dataset



Improve Patient Engagement in Care Management
Engaging patients in interventions that are most effective for patients like them

Objectives
– Help care managers prioritize patients who will be more receptive to 

care management interventions.
– Help care managers set behavior goals/interventions based on 

intervention effectiveness estimates.

Data

Care management records (structured + unstructured)
Method

Patient similarity, Causal inference, 
Key Finding

– Behavior phenotype-based care planning strategies could yield more 
effective intervention recommendations for goal attainment compared 
to population level strategies. 

Increase 
efficiency of 
CM time 
investment 

Improve 
individual 
understanding 
and 
relationship

AMIA 2017, AMIA 2018 (best paper)



AI for Healthcare: Making it Work

• Tackle the right problem – purpose driven AI
• Meaningful evaluation and report
• Interoperability and scalability

Healthcare domain experts and users in the loop 



Thank you!


